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Ž .We study the depth of the ring of invariants of SL F acting on the nth2 p
symmetric power of the natural two-dimensional representation for n - p. These
Ž .symmetric power representations are the irreducible representations of SL F2 p
over F . We prove that, when the greatest common divisor of p y 1 and n is lessp
than or equal to 2, the depth of the ring of invariants is 3. We also prove that the
depth is 3 for n s 3, p / 7 and n s 4, p / 5. However, for n s 3, p s 7 the
depth is 4 and for n s 4, p s 5 the depth is 5. In these two exceptional cases,
the ring of invariants is Cohen]Macaulay. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k. We choose a
 4basis, a , . . . , a , for the dual, V *, of V. Consider a finite subgroup G of0 n
Ž .GL V . The action of G on V induces an action on V *, which extends to
an action by algebra automorphisms on the symmetric algebra of V *,
w x Ž .Ž .S s k a , . . . , a . Specifically, for g g G, f g S, and ¤ g V, g ? f ¤ s0 n
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Ž y1 .f g ? ¤ . The ring of invariants of G is the subring of S given by
G  4S [ f g S N g ? f s f for all g g G .
For an introduction to the invariant theory of finite groups we recommend
w x w x2 or 16 .
Suppose that R is a graded subalgebra of S and M is an R-module. Let
Rq denote the augmentation ideal of R, i.e., the ideal generated by the
homogeneous elements of positive degree. A sequence of homogeneous
elements h , . . . , h in Rq is regular on M if, for each i F k, h is not a1 k i
Ž .zero-divisor on Mr h , . . . , h M. The depth of M is the length of the1 iy1
longest regular sequence on M. The depth of a ring is bounded above by
its Krull dimension. A ring is Cohen]Macaulay if the depth equals the
w xdimension. For a detailed discussion of depth and dimension see 9 .
For a nonmodular representation, the ring of invariants is always Co-
hen]Macaulay. However, when the characteristic of k divides the order of
the group, the invariants often fail to be Cohen]Macaulay. In this case
computing the depth of SG is an interesting and often difficult problem.
Recent progress in understanding the depth of SG includes the proof of
w xthe Landweber]Stong conjecture by Bourguiba and Zarati 4 , the use of
w xcohomological methods to compute depth by Kemper 13 , and the exten-
w xsion of the work of Ellingsrud and Skjelbred by Campbell et al. 6 .
In this paper we are primarily interested in taking V to be the nth
Ž .symmetric power of the natural two-dimensional representation of SL F .2 p
In this case the dimension of V is n q 1. We will assume that p ) n. This
Ž .means that we are considering the irreducible representations of SL F2 p
Ž w x.over F see, for example, 1, I.3 . Let P denote a choice of Sylowp
Ž .p-subgroup of SL F , and let B denote the corresponding Borel sub-2 p
group. The restricted action of P on V is indecomposable. For n s 1,
SS L2ŽFp. is easily seen to be a polynomial algebra. For n s 2, SS L2ŽFp. is a
Ž w x. S L2ŽFp.hypersurface see 8, Lecture III, Sect. 8 . For n ) 2, S is not well
understood and, as we will see below, is often not Cohen]Macaulay.
We compute the depth of SS L2ŽFp. for various values of n and p. From
the work of Ellingsrud and Skjelbred, we know that, when V is an
Ž P . Ž w x windecomposable P-module and n G 2, depth S s 3 see 10 , or 6,
x. Ž .Corollary 3 . Furthermore, since the index of P in SL F is relatively2 p
Ž S L2ŽFp.. Ž P . Ž w x.prime to p, depth S G depth S see 12, Proposition 14 . There-
Ž S L2ŽFp.. Žfore, 3 F depth S F n q 1. In Section 4 we prove that if gcd p y
. Ž S L2ŽFp..1, n F 2, then depth S s 3. In Section 5 we prove that, if n s 3
Ž S L2ŽFp..and p / 7, then depth S s 3. However, when n s 3 and p s 7,
Ž S L2ŽFp..depth S s 4. In Section 6 we prove that, if n s 4 and p / 5, then
Ž S L2ŽFp.. Ž S L2ŽFp..depth S s 3. However, when n s 4 and p s 5, depth S s 5.
Thus in the two exceptional cases the invariants are Cohen]Macaulay.
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We say that an ordered homogeneous system of parameters, f , . . . , f ,1 nq1
G Ž G.measures the depth of S if depth S s k and f , . . . , f is regular on1 k
G w xS . Bourguiba and Zarati 4 prove that, if k s F , the Dickson invariantsp
G Žc , . . . , c measure the depth of S for any G the Dickson invariants1 nq1
G Lnq 1ŽFp..are a specific generating set for S . It is possible to perturb the
Ž . Ž .Dickson invariants, using invariants of GL F acting on a , . . . , a , ton p 0 ny1
produce a sequence f , . . . , f which measures the depth for any upper-1 nq1
triangular G. This sequence satisfies two properties: the lead monomial of
p nq 1yp nq 1y i Žf is a using the graded reverse lexicographic monomial orderi nq1yi
. Ž . G LnŽFp.with a - a and f ’ c mod c , . . . , c S . The f can be con-j jq1 i i 1 iy1 i
Žstructed by applying the first steps of the Buchberger algorithm suitably
. Ž . G LnŽFp.modified for subalgebras to the ideal c , . . . , c S . In fact1 nq1
 4 Ž .f , . . . , f is a Grobner basis for c , . . . , c S. We made a seriousÈ1 nq1 1 nq1
attempt to use the test sequence f , . . . , f to compute the depth of S B,1 nq1
but we found Theorem 2.1 to be more effective.
2. PRELIMINARIES
G ŽAll maximal regular sequences on S have the same length see, for
w x. Ž G.example, 5, Theorem 1.2.5 . Therefore depth S is the length of any
maximal regular sequence on SG. Suppose that h , . . . , h are homoge-0 n
G w x Gneous elements in S and let A s k h , . . . , h . If S is a finitely0 n
 4generated module over A, then h , . . . , h is a homogeneous system of0 n
parameters for SG. For any homogeneous system of parameters, the depth
of SG as an A-module is the same as the depth of SG as an SG-module
Ž w x.see, for example, the proof of 9, Corollary 19.15 . The following elemen-
w xtary theorem, inspired by 9, Corollary 17.12 , is our primary tool for
computing depth.
 4THEOREM 2.1. Suppose h , . . . , h is a homogeneous system of parame-0 n
G  4 Gters for S and h , . . . , h is regular on S . Further suppose that there exists0 k
G Ž . G Ž . Gm g S such that m f h , . . . , h S but mh g h , . . . , h S for all i.0 k i 0 k
Ž G.The depth S s k q 1.
G w xProof. S is a finite module over A s F h , . . . , h . Therefore thep 0 n
depth of SG as an A-module is the same as the depth of SG as an
G q Ž . GS -module. For any element f g A it is clear that mf g h , . . . , h S .0 k
Ž .Thus the regular sequence h , . . . , h has maximal length.0 k
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that R is a finitely generated graded algebra and that
f , . . . , f is regular on R. Then, for a gi¤en g g R and integers e , d with1 k i i
e1 ek Ž d1 dk . Ž d1ye 1 dkye k .0 F e F d , if f ??? f g g f , . . . , f R, then g g f , . . . , f R.i i 1 k 1 k 1 k
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Proof. First note that, since R is a finitely generated graded algebra,
Žany permutation of the sequence f , . . . , f is regular see, for example,1 k
w x.9, Corollary 17.2 . Therefore it is sufficient to prove that f g gk
Ž 2 . Ž .f , . . . , f , f R implies g g f , . . . , f , f R.1 ky1 k 1 ky1 k
Suppose that f g s c f q ??? qc f q c f 2 for some choice ofk 1 1 ky1 ky1 k k
Ž . Ž .c g R. Then f g y c f g f , . . . , f R. However, since f , . . . , f isi k k k 1 ky1 1 k
Ž .regular, this implies that g y c f g f , . . . , f R. Thus g gk k 1 ky1
Ž .f , . . . , f R.1 k
Ž B. Ž S L2ŽFp..THEOREM 2.3. depth S s depth S .
Ž .Proof. B is the normalizer of the Sylow p-subgroup P in SL F . Thus2 p
Ž . wB is a strongly p-embedded subgroup of SL F , and it follows from 13,2 p
B S L ŽF .2 px Ž . Ž .Corollary 1.2 that, for any representation, depth S s depth S .
Define an automorphism s of S by
m m
s a s a .Ž . Ým myjž /j
js0
Define an automorphism v by
nym n y m
v a s a .Ž . Ým mqjž /j
js0
For each nonzero t g F , define an automorphism f byp t
f a s t ny2 ia .Ž .t t i
Let a be a generator for the group of units in F . If p ) n, then s hasp
order p, and s , v, and f generate the action on V * induced by the usuala
Ž . Ž wsymmetric power representation of SL F see 11, Lectures VII, VIII,2 p
x.and IX . Let P be the Sylow p-subgroup generated by s and let B be the
corresponding Borel subgroup. The representation of B is generated by s
Ž . l Ž .and f . If b is a monomial, then f b s t b for some l g Zr p y 1 .a t
Ž . Ž .Define the weight of b by wt b s l. In particular, wt a s n y 2 i. Ai
polynomial that is weight homogeneous is called isobaric. Since P is a
Ž . Pnormal subgroup of B, the quotient BrP ( Zr p y 1 acts on S , and
the ring S P decomposes into isobaric components. The weight zero compo-
nent is precisely S B. The other isobaric components are modules over S B.
The transfer homomorphism is defined by
TrG : S “ SG
f ‹ g ? fÝ
ggG
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and is a homomorphism of SG-modules. Clearly, if H is a subgroup of G,
then Tr H is a homomorphism of SG-modules.
P Ž .LEMMA 2.4. If b is a monomial with weight l, then Tr b and
Ž .Ł g b are isobaric of weight l.g g P
Proof. Since B normalizes P, conjugation by f induces an automor-t
phism of P. Define g s f gfy1. Therefore,t t t
f Tr P b s f g b s f ? g bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýt t tž /
ggP ggP
s g ? f b s g t l bŽ . Ž .Ý Ýt t t
ggG ggP
s t l g b s t lTr P b ,Ž . Ž .Ý t
ggP
P Ž .and Tr b is isobaric of weight l. Similarly,
f g b s f ? g b s g ? f bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łt t t tž /
ggP ggP ggG
s g t l b s t l g b ,Ž .Ž .Ł Łt t
ggP ggP
Ž .and Ł g b is isobaric of weight l.g g P
È3. LEAD TERMS AND GROBNER BASES
We use the graded reverse lexicographic monomial order with a -m
w xa . We direct the reader to 7, Chap. 2 for the appropriate definitionsmq 1
and a detailed discussion of monomial orders. We use the convention that
a monomial is a product of variables and that a term is a monomial with a
nonzero coefficient. Note that the zero polynomial is neither a monomial
Ž .nor a term. For f g S we use LT f to denote the lead term of f and
Ž .LM f to denote the lead monomial of f. For convenience we set
Ž . Ž .LT 0 s LM 0 s 0.
Ž .Suppose that R is a subalgebra of S. Let LT R denote the vector space
Ž .spanned by the lead terms of elements of R. LT R is a subalgebra of S. If
Ž .C is a subset of R, then let LM C denote the set of lead monomials of
Ž . Ž .elements of C. If LM C generates the algebra LT R , then C is called a
w xSAGBI basis for R. For a detailed discussion of SAGBI bases see 14 or
w x17, Chap. 11 .
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Remark 3.1. SAGBI bases were constructed for S P with n s 3 and
w x w xn s 4 in 15 . The basis for V * used in 15 is different from the one used
here, but the change of coordinates transformation between the bases can
Ž Ž .be chosen to be upper-triangular i.e., LT x s a , and the substitutioni iy1
map taking x to a induces an isomorphism between the lead termi iy1
algebras.
Ž P Ž py1.. py1LEMMA 3.2. If i ) 0, then LT Tr a s ya .i iy1
Proof. Recall that
y1 if l / 0 and p y 1 divides l ;lc sÝ ½ 0 if l s 0 or p y 1 does not divide l.
cgFp
Consider
py1i iP py1 c py1 jTr a s s a s c aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i iyjž /jž /cgF cgF js0p p
py1i i js a q ica q c a .Ý Ýi iy1 iyjž /jž /cgF js2p
py1 cŽ py1. py1 py1Clearly, the coefficient of a in s a is i c . Therefore, theiy1 i
py1 P Ž py1.coefficient of a in Tr a is y1. Furthermore, all monomialsiy1 i
cŽ py1. py1appearing in s a which are greater than a have coefficientsi iy1
which, as polynomials in c, have degree less than p y 1, and hence these
P py1Ž .monomials do not appear in Tr a .i
2 Ž . PDefine d s a y a a and N s Ł g a . Clearly, N g S . A simple1 0 2 g g P n
Ž . Pcomputation shows that s d s d and, therefore, d g S . Furthermore,
d is isobaric with weight 2n y 4 and N is isobaric with weight ynp ’
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . pyn mod p y 1 . Also, note that LT d s a and LT N s a .1 n
 4  P Ž py1. 4THEOREM 3.3. If n G 2, then a , d, N j Tr a N 3 F i F n is a0 i
homogeneous system of parameters for S P.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, we see that
 4 P py1LM a , d , N j Tr a N 3 F i F n 4Ž .Ž .0 i
s a , a2 , a p j a py1 N 2 F j F n y 1 . 4  40 1 n j
Since the lead monomials are powers of the variables, the set forms a
homogeneous system of parameters.
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Ž Ž ..We say that G is upper-triangular if LM g a s a for all i and alli i
g g G. Thus P and B are both upper-triangular. Compare the following
w xlemma with the proof of 6, Proposition 12 .
G Ž . lLEMMA 3.4. Suppose that G is upper-triangular, h g S , and LT h s an
with l ) 0. Then for any f g SG there exist unique q and r in SG such that
f s q ? h q r and the degree of r, as a polynomial in a , is less than l.n
Proof. Consider h and f as polynomials in a with coefficients inn
w xF a , . . . , a . Applying the division algorithm gives f s q ? h q r, wherep 0 ny1
the degree of r, as a polynomial in a , is less than l. Suppose g g G. Sincen
G Ž . Ž . Ž .f and h are in S , f s g f s g q h q g r . However, since G is upper-
triangular, g does not increase the a -degree of a polynomial. Therefore,n
Ž .the a -degree of g r is less than l, and, by the uniqueness of the divisionn
GŽ . Ž .algorithm, g r s r and g q s q. Thus r and q are in S .
If R is a subalgebra of S and I is an ideal in R, then the lead term ideal
Ž . Ž .LT I is an ideal in the algebra LT R . A Grobner basis for I is a subsetÈ
Ž .of I whose lead monomials generate LT I .
 l 4LEMMA 3.5. If l is a positi¤e integer and n G 2, then a , d , N is a0
Ž l . PGrobner basis for the ideal a , d , N S .È 0
ŽŽ l . P . Ž 2 l p. Ž P .Proof. We need to show that LT a , d , N S s a , a , a LT S .0 0 1 n
Ž l . P PSuppose that f g a , d , N S . Then, for some choice of f g S , f s0 i
f a q f dl q f N. View N and f as polynomials in a and divide f by N1 0 2 3 2 n 2
to get f s qN q r, with the a -degree of r less than p. Thus f s f a q2 n 1 0
l Ž l. Prd q f q qd N. Using Lemma 3.4, we see that q, r g S . In other3
words, we may choose f and f so that the a -degree of f is less than p.2 3 n 2
Ž l. Ž .Therefore, LM f d and LM f N are distinct. Furthermore, if a divides2 3 0
the lead term of a polynomial then, since we are using the graded reverse
lexicographic order and a is the smallest variable, a divides the polyno-0 0
mial. Thus we may choose the polynomials f so that either f s 0 or ai 2 0
Ž .does not divide LT f , and, moreover, either f s 0 or a does not divide2 3 0
Ž . PLT f . Therefore, it is possible to choose f g S so that the nonzero3 i
 l 4 Ž .elements of f a , f d , f N have distinct lead monomials. Thus LM f1 0 2 3
 Ž . Ž l. Ž .4 Ž . Žis contained in LM f a , LM f d , LM f N and LT f g a ,1 0 2 3 0
2 l p P. Ž .a , a LT S as required.1 n
We remind the reader that S B is the weight zero component of S P. In
particular, if f g S P is isobaric then f py1 g S B.
 py1 py1 py14 BTHEOREM 3.6. If n G 2, then a , d , N is regular on S .0
B  py1 py1Proof. If n s 2, then, since S is Cohen]Macaulay and a , d ,0
py14  py1 py1 py14N is a homogeneous system of parameters a , d , N is0
regular.
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w x wSuppose n ) 2. Since d g F a , a , a , the result follows from 6,p 0 1 2
xProposition 12 . We include a proof here for completeness. It is clear that
 py1 py14 B B py1 py1a , d is regular on S . Suppose f , f , f g S and N f s f a0 1 2 1 0
q f d py1. Applying Lemma 3.4 to both f and f produces q , r g S B2 1 2 i i
py1 Ž .with f s q N q r , such that the a -degree of r is less than p p y 1 .i i i n i
py1Ž py1 py1. py1 py1Thus N f y q a y q d s a r q d r . The right-hand1 0 2 0 1 2
Ž .side of this equation has a -degree less than p p y 1 . The left-hand siden
Ž .has a -degree at least p p y 1 . Thus both sides must be zero, and,n
py1 py1therefore, f s q a q q d .1 0 2
4. THE TRANSITIVE CASE
Ž .If gcd n, p y 1 s 1, then n is odd and multiplication by n is an
Ž .automorphism of the group of weights Zr p y 1 . Furthermore, in this
Ž .case, n acts transitively on Zr p y 1 . When n is even, the action of
Ž . Ž .SL F has a kernel of order two. If gcd n, p y 1 s 2, then n is even, the2 p
Ž .group of weights is 2Zr p y 1 , and again n acts transitively. Define
3 2 Ž w x.e s 2 a y 3a a a q a a see 11, Lecture XIX . By direct computation1 0 1 2 0 3
we see that e g S P. Furthermore, e is isobaric of weight 3n y 6.
P Ž py1. Ž . PLEMMA 4.1. e Tr a g a , d S .i 0
P Ž py 1. P Ž py 1.Proof. We will show that e Tr a s 2 d Tr a a yi 1 i
P ŽŽ . py1. P Pa Tr a a y a a a . Since Tr is S -linear.0 1 2 0 3 i
2 d Tr P a a py1 y a Tr P a a y a a a py1Ž .Ž . Ž .1 i 0 1 2 0 3 i
s Tr P 2 a d y a a a y a a a py1 .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 0 1 2 0 3 i
However, e s 2 a3 y 3a a a q a2 a and d s a2 y a a . Therefore, e s1 0 1 2 0 3 1 0 2
Ž . P Ž py 1 . P Ž py 1 .2 a d y a a a y a a and e Tr a s Tr ea s 2 d1 0 1 2 0 3 i i
P py1 P py1Ž . ŽŽ . .Tr a a y a Tr a a y a a a .1 i 0 1 2 0 3 i
Ž . PLEMMA 4.2. e f a , d, N S .0
Ž . PProof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that e g a , d, N S . Using0
Ž . 3 Ž 2 py1. Ž P .Lemma 3.5, it follows that LT e s 2 a g a , a , a LT S . There-1 0 1 n
Ž P .fore, a g LT S . However, it is clear that the only degree one elements1
Pof S are the scalar multiples of a .0
Ž . Ž B.THEOREM 4.3. If p ) n ) 1 and gcd n, p y 1 F 2, then depth S
s 3.
 py1 py1 py14Proof. From Theorem 3.6 we see that a , d , N is regular on0
S B and thus the depth is at least three. For n s 2 the dimension is three
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Ž .and the ring is Cohen]Macaulay. Suppose n ) 2. Since wt N s yn acts
transitively on the group of weights, it is possible to choose l so that
Ž l. lŽ . py2wt N s 2 and l - p y 1. Using this value for l, define m s N a d e.0
Ž . BObserve that wt m s 0 and hence m g S . From Lemma 4.1,
P Ž py 1. Ž . P P Ž py 1. lŽ . py 2e Tr a g a , d S . Therefore, m Tr a s N a di 0 i 0
P Ž py1. Ž py1 py1. B Ž py1 py1 py1. Be Tr a lies in a , d S : a , d , N S . However, iti 0 0
Ž py1 py1 py1. Bfollows from Lemmas 4.2 and 2.2 that m is not in a , d , N S .0
Using the homogeneous system of parameters described in Theorem 3.3
BŽ .and applying Theorem 2.1 gives depth S s 3.
5. THE THIRD SYMMETRIC POWER REPRESENTATION
In this section we consider the third symmetric power representation,
Ž . Ž .i.e., n s 3. Since p ) 3, we have p ’ "1 mod 3 . If p ’ y1 mod 3 ,
Ž B.then Theorem 4.3 applies and depth S s 3. Thus we may assume that
Ž . 2 2 3 3 2 2p ’ 1 mod 3 . Define w s 3a a y 4a a y 4a a q 6a a a a y a a1 2 1 3 0 2 0 1 2 3 0 3
Ž w x. Psee 11, Lecture XVII . By direct computation w g S . Furthermore, w is
isobaric of weight 2n y 6 s 0. Thus w g S B.
3 P Ž py1. Ž 3. PLEMMA 5.1. w Tr a g a , d S .3 0
Proof. Since w s 3a2a2 y 4a3a y 4a a3 q 6a a a a y a2 a2 and d1 2 1 3 0 2 0 1 2 3 0 3
2 3 3Ž 2 .3s a y a a , there is a polynomial f such that w s d 3a y 4a a q1 0 2 2 1 3
P P 3 P Ž py1. 3 P ŽŽ 2a f. Since Tr is S -linear, we have w Tr a s d Tr 3a y0 3 2
3 py1 P py1. . Ž .4a a a y a Tr fa .1 3 3 0 3
3 Ž 3 . PLEMMA 5.2. If p ) 7, then w f a , d , N S .0
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that p ) 7 and w3 g
Ž 3 . P Ž 3. 6 6a , d , N S . Using Lemma 3.5 with l s 3, we see that LT w s 27a a0 1 2
Ž 6 p. Ž P . 6 Ž P .g a , a , a LT S . Therefore, a g LT S . However, for n s 3, the0 1 n 2
Ž P . w xalgebra LT S is described in 15, Sect. 4 . From this description we see
py1 Ž P .that a is the smallest power of a contained in LT S . Thus, if p ) 7,2 2
6 PŽ .a f LT S , giving the required contradiction.2
Ž B.THEOREM 5.3. If n s 3 and p ) 7, then depth S s 3.
 py1 py1 py14Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.6 that a , d , N is regular0
B Ž .on S and hence the depth is at least three. Take l s p y 10 r3 and
py2 py4 l 3 Ž . Bdefine m s a d N w . Observe that wt m s 0 and hence m g S .0
PŽ py1. Ž py1 py1 py1. BFrom Lemma 5.1 we see that m Tr a g a , d , N S . How-3 0
ever, it follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 2.2 that m is not in
Ž py1 py1 py1. Ba , d , N S . Using the homogeneous system of parameters de-0
BŽ .scribed in Theorem 3.3 and applying Theorem 2.1 gives depth S s 3.
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For n s 3 and p s 7 a calculation, either by hand or using the com-
w x Ž B.puter algebra program MAGMA 3 , shows that depth S s 4. Since the
Krull dimension is four, this means that, in this case, S B is Cohen]
Macaulay.
6. THE FOURTH SYMMETRIC POWER
REPRESENTATION
In this section we consider the fourth symmetric power representation,
Ž . Ž .i.e., n s 4. Since p ) 4, we have p ’ "1 mod 4 . If p ’ y1 mod 4 ,
Ž B.then Theorem 4.3 applies and depth S s 3. Thus we may assume that
Ž . w xp ’ 1 mod 4 . Referring to Remark 3.1 and 15, Sect. 2 , we see that there
is an element of S P with lead monomial a2a2 a2. Thus we may choose an1 2 3
P Ž . 2 2 2 Ž .isobaric u g S with LT u s a a a . Note that wt u s 0.1 2 3
 4 P Ž py1. Ž . PLEMMA 6.1. If i g 3, 4 , then u Tr a g a , d S .i 0
Proof. In the graded reverse lexicographic order, every monomial of
degree 6 smaller than a2a2 a2 is divisible by either a or a2. It follows from1 2 3 0 1
this that there are polynomials f and f such that u s f d q f a . Since1 2 1 2 0
P P P py1 P py1 P py1Ž . Ž . Ž .Tr is S -linear, u Tr a s d Tr f a q a Tr f a .i 1 i 0 2 i
Ž . PLEMMA 6.2. If p ) 7, then u f a , d, N S .0
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that p ) 7 and u g
Ž . P Ž . 2 2 2a , d, N S . Using Lemma 3.5 we see that LT u s a a a g0 1 2 3
Ž 2 p. Ž P . 2 2 Ž P .a , a , a LT S . Therefore, a a g LT S . However, for n s 4, the0 1 n 2 3
Ž P . w xalgebra LT S is described in 15, Sect. 5 . Using this description we see
2 2 PŽ .that, for p ) 7, a a is not in LT S , giving the required contradiction.2 3
Ž B.THEOREM 6.3. If n s 4 and p ) 5, then depth S s 3.
 py1 py1 py14Proof. Using Theorem 3.6 we see that a , d , N is regular on0
B Ž .S and hence the depth is at least three. Take l s p y 9 r4 and define
py2 py2 l Ž . Bm s a d N u. Observe that wt m s 0 and hence m g S . From0
 4 P Ž py1. Ž py1Lemma 6.1 we see that, for i g 3, 4 , m Tr a g a ,i 0
py1 py1. Bd , N S . However, it follows from Lemmas 6.2 and 2.2 that m is
Ž py1 py1 py1. Bnot in the ideal a , d , N S . Using the homogeneous system of0
parameters described in Theorem 3.3 and applying Theorem 2.1 gives
BŽ .depth S s 3.
Ž .For n s p y 1 the representation of SL F is projective and P acts as2 p
B Ža permutation group. For this representation S is Cohen]Macaulay see
w x. B13, Example 1.3 . Thus for n s 4, p s 5 the depth of S is five.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
For the four- and five-dimensional irreducible representations of
Ž .SL F , the ring of invariants has depth three, except for one exceptional2 p
prime for each dimension. At these exceptional primes the invariants
are Cohen]Macaulay. What happens in higher dimensions? We expect
to see a finite number of exceptional primes for each dimension. Are
there any examples where the depth is not three and the ring is not
Cohen]Macaulay? Certainly when n s p y 1 the invariants are
Cohen]Macaulay. However, the n s 3, p s 7 case shows that other ex-
ceptions are possible. Extending the methods used here to the dimension
six representations would require the construction of a SAGBI basis for
the invariants of the Sylow p-subgroup}a nontrivial task. The first candi-
date for an exceptional prime in dimension six is 11. At present, computing
the depth of the Borel invariants for p s 11, n s 5 is beyond our compu-
tational resources.
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